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For over 130 years, United Way has improved lives by mobilizing the caring power of communities around the world 
to advance the common good. United Way envisions a world where every individual has an opportunity to succeed, 
and entire communities thrive as a result.
While United Way continues to be one of the world’s largest philanthropies, the rise of internet giving, narrowly targeted 
causes and the desire of givers for closer contact with service providers demands an evolution of the traditional United 
Way model. The experience during the pandemic underscored that now, more than ever, the world needs a community 
approach to addressing the challenges ahead. Through United Way, people from all walks of life came together effectively to 
connect traditional and non-traditional resources with community needs that made a difference across the globe. It is clear 
that United Way provides an inspiring way to advance social justice with big ideas and big action by energizing donors and 
volunteers to identify and address community needs.

ABOUT UNITED WAY WORLDWIDE
Washington, D.C. Metro Area

Childhood 
Success

Economic
Mobility

Youth
Success

Access  
to Health

2,007,962
youth participated in school  
and/or community programs

89%
of youth graduated high 
school on time

80%
of youth developed soft skills  
such as communication and  
time management

1,014,944
individuals accessed affordable housing, 
financial products, and services

687,982
individuals received job 
skills training

48% 
of individuals gained 
employment

3,105,010
individuals participated in  
physical activity, healthy food access,  
and/or nutrition programs

85%
of children/adults adopted 
healthy behaviors

1,725,983
of individuals had access to 
healthcare services (mental, physical)

389,891
children enrolled in  
high-quality childhood 
programs

387,289
children received 
literacy support

77%
of children achieved 
developmental  
milestones

77%
of children reading 
at grade level

Impact at a Glance
GLOBAL RESULTS FRAMEWORK

$221,159,409 INVESTED

$192,851,891 INVESTED

$196,055,322 INVESTED

$194,154,722 INVESTED
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The pandemic highlighted that, with more than a century developing deep roots and trust in the communities it serves, 
United Way was able to impact over 60 million lives a year worldwide, spanning 1800 communities over more than 40 
countries. It did this by creating opportunities for all individuals and families to achieve their potential. United Way’s 
unique role is that, in many communities, it is the only nonprofit developing local solutions to address educational and 
health disparities as well as financial empowerment. Its emphasis on education, financial stability and health ensures 
that individuals and families have the building blocks for a good quality of life and a strong community. Interestingly, even 
before the worldwide call to focus on diversity, equity and inclusion, United Way Worldwide also led the charge for the UW 
network to explicitly embrace the principles of equity and justice.

The hallmark, and yet the challenge, of United Way is that it has traditionally allowed and celebrated the ability of Local 
United Ways to craft solutions that were unique to their specific communities. As a result, the leader must be able to 
integrate best thinking worldwide with a community-centered approach that informs where the focus should be.

The broad scope of United Way’s work is demonstrated by a summary of the major focus areas of many, if not most 
United Ways.

ABOUT UNITED WAY WORLDWIDE

Education: Success in life begins with a quality 
education. And yet, millions of children and youth lack 
the support they need to strengthen their literacy, 
stay on track in school, graduate high school and find 
a career. United Way is fighting to shift the odds so 
tomorrow’s leaders can build a better foundation 
today. With an approach to education that spans from 
cradle to career, United Way is ensuring that every 
child gets a strong start in life, teenagers have the  
tools to learn and grow and young adults thrive in the 
job market. 

Income & Financial Stability: In communities around 
the world, individuals and families are facing financial 
obstacles that prevent a good quality of life. United 
Way is fighting to put every person in every community 
on a path towards financial empowerment. That starts 
with access to services, job training, credit counseling 
and money management programs. Additionally, 
United Way keeps a finger on the pulse of poverty 
through research models such as ‘ALICE’ (Asset 
Limited, Income Constrained, Employed). By mentoring 
youth through financial workshops, providing 
individuals with job skills training and securing housing 
for struggling families, United Way is helping people 
get back on their feet. 

Health: When it comes to accessing health services, 
a person’s zip code should never be a deterrent to 
success, nor should it be a barrier to improved health. 
Yet for many, that is a daily reality. By making it easier 
for individuals to access substance abuse programs, 
receive quality health care and access nutritious foods, 
United Way is fighting to help everyone get – and 
stay – healthy. From introducing food stands in urban 
food deserts to supporting the emotional and mental 
needs of veterans, United Way is committed to building 
healthy communities, one person at a time. 

Equity: United Way Worldwide has developed a 
comprehensive Equity Framework to help Local United 
Ways become more diverse, inclusive and equitable 
organizations so that they are more credible addressing 
these same issues in the community. The ultimate 
goal is to help create more equitable communities. 
United Way Worldwide is focusing on strengthening 
the capacity of local professional and volunteer leaders 
to advance equitable community change. An Equity 
Toolkit provides detailed approaches that can help 
make United Way processes more reflective of the 
principles of diversity, equity and inclusion. 
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United Way Worldwide
United Way Worldwide (‘UWW’) is the leadership  
and support organization for a network of nearly  
1,800 community-based United Ways in 41 countries 
and territories.

In 2020, United Way in the U.S. and international network 
raised a total of USD $4.8 billion. UWW revenues were 
$258 million with $48 million in fees coming from local 
United Ways. The UWW currently has 250+ employees 
with global headquarters in the Washington, D.C. 
Metro Area.

United Way Worldwide is currently examining how it can 
best continue to achieve its mission of mobilizing the 
caring power of modern communities. To do so, the Board 
has established two key Task Forces, made up of local and 
national leadership:

ABOUT UNITED WAY WORLDWIDE

• Culture Task Force. This group looks at defining
United Way’s shared desired values and behaviors –
e.g. transparency and accountability – so that United
Way is a brand that works as one network.

• Business Model Task Force. This group gives voice
to local United Ways in decisions around strategies,
initiatives and investments that impact them. They
assess the value and viability of the network business
model, recommend a more collaborative decision-
making model and refine the current governance
model, with clarified roles and responsibilities for
UWW and local United Ways.
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The new CEO will play a key role in these design efforts as well as the 
implementation of the results. Thus, the ability to listen to input, make difficult 
decisions and successfully lead change will be crucial. Some of the areas of focus 
may include:     

• Providing world class thinking on which issues yield the most benefit in
improving the quality of life in communities worldwide. Local United Ways
have varying degrees of capability and resources to assess the effectiveness
of different strategies. United Way Worldwide can provide Local United
Ways with the tools necessary to make them as successful as they can be,
and therefore help them maximize the effectiveness of their resources.

• Linking philanthropic resources across the globe in a way that parallels the
economic interdependence of the world economy. The leadership of UWW
must understand any differences between global philanthropic cultures but
also have the courage to press for the expansion of best practices across
broad swaths of the global economy.

• Nurturing and expanding the philanthropic efforts of large national and
international companies. Today, the unmistakable trend towards reviewing
a company’s ESG performance means that big companies cannot afford to
merely focus on issues in and around their headquarters. They are national
and international citizens and United Way Worldwide can be a trusted
partner of choice in helping them participate, co-create value and increase
profits – fulfilling United Way’s Shared Purpose.

• Providing a vehicle for high-net-worth individuals to have a philanthropic
impact that parallels their business/economic impact. During the pandemic,
ultra-high net worth individuals turned to UWW for help in getting their
resources to multiple communities in ways that
addressed the most critical needs in the most cost-
efficient way.  UWW would continue to play an
important role in this way.

• Developing and advancing organizational standards
that help maintain the strong reputation of the United
Way brand. Donors who support their communities
through Local United Ways know that their dollars
and volunteer hours will be used in effective and
cost-efficient ways to improve the communities in
which they live and work. In a world of internet scams
and organizational inefficiencies, this is a highly
valued role.

LEARN MORE:
unitedway.org

ABOUT UNITED WAY WORLDWIDE
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United Way Worldwide is at a critical inflection point as it embarks on a global 
search for its next President & CEO. 
As previously noted, the work of the Culture and Business Model Task Forces 
underway will supply the CEO with substantial feedback from its network of members 
and provide an opportunity to re-envision and transform one of the world’s most 
important organizations and ensure the United Way network is strong and influential 
in the years to come.

Inspired by a genuine passion to deliver support for communities around the world, 
the CEO will develop a clear vision for United Way’s next chapter in partnership 
with the Worldwide Board of Trustees, USA Board of Trustees, UWW staff, U.S. Local 
United Ways and National United Ways around the world and other passionate and 
talented constituencies. Given this wide array of interests, diplomatic skills will be at 
a premium.

The CEO is responsible for UWW’s achievement of its mission and strategic vision. The 
CEO will bring transformational leadership to all areas of UWW, including operations, 
financial performance and talent & culture.

Key priorities include:

• Galvanizing and connecting all sectors of society to effectively focus on 
improving education, income and health at local, national and worldwide levels 
while fostering the wider adoption of the goals of equity and inclusion; 

• Mobilizing and empowering millions of individuals worldwide to take action to 
improve the conditions in which they live;

• Fostering a culture across all of United Way that 
helps individuals connect, build bridges and 
manage courageous conversations that lead to 
action and results;

• Strengthening an interdependent worldwide 
network of strong local and national United Way 
organizations;

• Raising, investing and leveraging billions of 
dollars annually in philanthropic contributions 
that advance innovative programs and generate 
sustained impact; and

• Strategically leading and accelerating the 
transformation of the entire United Way system 
into its next chapter.

THE OPPORTUNITY
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Responsibilities of the CEO include:

• Serving as an agile and effective leader of change;

• Recognizing and capturing opportunities to further 
transform the UWW into a leader in philanthropic 
operational effectiveness in its engagement with its 
diverse constituencies, clarifying the value proposition 
of the UWW to the United Way system generally; 

• Strengthening and driving a culture of trust and 
credibility, internally at UWW and within the entire  
UW system;

• Enhancing the interdependent global system in 40+ 
countries and forging strong relationships with United 
Way organizations and leaders at local and national 
levels throughout the world;

• Partnering with Global Corporate Leaders and Labor 
Markets to drive consumer engagement and Corporate 
Social Responsibility (CSR); 

• Leading the revitalization of the United Way brand 
and marketing strategy, enhancing its relevancy and 
increasing brand equity;  

• Ensuring the near-term and long-term financial viability 
of the worldwide entity and system to ensure its 
feasibility, predictability and sustainability, including 
through diverse methods of fundraising;

• Developing strategic alliances and partnerships 
with key external stakeholders in business, labor, 
government, private sector and civil society to bolster 
United Way’s overall portfolio; 

• Establishing a strong reputation for the UWW as 
a global thought leader and spokesperson across 
all communication mediums with the media, 
government, civil society and the private sector;

• Serving as a highly visible member of the community, 
representing United Way globally, with U.S Local 
United Ways, National United Ways around the world, 
funders and key constituents;

• Establishing UWW as a leader in an inclusive 
workplace culture and equitable, diverse 
environment, leading in alignment with United Way’s 
Diversity and Inclusion Statement of Principle; 

• Developing a strong partnership with an engaged and 
effective Board of Trustees; and

• Leading a motivated and accountable workforce 
of employees and ensuring that UWW is a premier 
workplace in the global nonprofit space.

THE OPPORTUNITY
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The CEO of United Way Worldwide will have the following professional and 
personal qualities, skills and characteristics:

CANDIDATE PROFILE

♦ A Visionary & Strategic Leader

♦ A Transformational Leader 

♦ An Ambassador &  
     Relationship Builder

♦ A Diversity, Equity & Inclusion  
     Champion & Culture Developer 

♦ A Passion for the Mission
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A Visionary & Strategic Leader

The CEO will:

• Be a ‘big picture thinker’ who is skilled at leading 
complex organizations through innovation and change 
focused on the future;

• Bring experience retaining, building and leading high 
performance teams to achieve quantifiable outcomes 
while guiding the growth and development of staff;

• Understand the importance of a strong partnership 
with the Board and will ensure fiduciary responsibility, 
sound financial management practices and 
accountability; and

• Be an impact-oriented, inspirational leader with 
humility and a vision for driving social justice.

A Transformational Leader 

This executive will:

• Excel at execution, showing a strong bias for action;

• Have strong communication skills and transparent and 
purposeful decision-making abilities;

• Use ingenuity, perseverance and a “roll up your 
sleeves” approach to leadership and will not shy away 
from difficult decisions that will result in positive 
change;

• Have a clear understanding of digital transformation 
and the ability to manage the complexities of 
effectively addressing technological innovation;

• Be adept in guiding multi-dimensional, complex 
organizations to provide value to the members of the 
United Way networks as well as the varied voices and 
needs of diverse communities and individuals in need; 
and

• Implement best nonprofit management practices and 
planning on a global scale, ensuring that day to day 
operations are aligned with strategic goals.

CANDIDATE PROFILE

An Ambassador & Relationship Builder

The CEO must be able to represent and promote United 

Way by:

• Giving all stakeholders a powerful sense of shared 
purpose and engagement in the future of United Way;

• Understanding the importance of enhancing 
the partnerships with key internal and external 
stakeholders, including U.S. Local United Ways and 
National United Ways around the world, Board 
members, staff, donors, corporate and labor partners, 
and other allies;

• Being a persuasive communicator with the ability to 
engage diverse constituents to foster an atmosphere 
of collaboration, partnership and trust;

• Being a dynamic and credible leader with a track 
record of motivating and inspiring others to succeed 
through creativity and teamwork; and

• Demonstrating a high level of emotional intelligence 
with an ability to build trust and credibility with 
others.
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A Diversity, Equity & Inclusion Champion & Culture Developer 

This CEO candidate must be keenly aware of the importance of proactively shaping 

an organizational culture. This individual must:

• Be guided by a deep personal commitment to diversity, equity and inclusion.
Among other things, their inclusive leadership style will help assure the
personal and professional development and growth of all employees;

• Have an established track record of co-creating shared organizational values
and those values must be reflected in her/his leadership style;

• Be skilled at active listening and learning with a deep belief in leading a
transparent, empowering and productive organizational culture;

• Demonstrate the ability to lead with transparency, humility, respect, empathy
and sense of humor;

• Will be a servant leader who is skilled at building effective relationships and
fostering collaboration with diverse constituents;

• Be an empathetic, proactive, and values-driven leader who excels at achieving
consensus among differing opinions;

• Be humble while accepting feedback and committed to the success and to
celebrating the accomplishments of others;

• Be an individual of unquestioned integrity. ethics and values — someone who
can be trusted without reservation; and

• Be a resourceful coach and capable facilitator who can guide the
senior leadership team to work in partnership with its many worldwide
constituencies.

A Passion for the Mission

Above all, the CEO will be energized by the prospect of leading United Way in living 

out its values and achieving its global vision for social justice. This leader must: 

• Be passionate about cementing United Way into a clear leadership role
among philanthropic organizations driving social justice in communities
around the world;

• Be a global citizen with a recognition and appreciation of the diverse cultural
backgrounds within the organization. They will have a strong drive and
passion for engaging a wide range of constituents in achieving United Way’s
vision for a better future; and

• Have a sense of urgency to fully cultivate the human capital of each and every
person, regardless of geography.

CANDIDATE PROFILE
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Koya Partners, the executive search firm that specializes in mission-driven search, has been exclusively retained for 
this engagement. Alison Ranney, Dale Jones and Chartise Clark are leading this search. To make recommendations or 
to express your interest in this role email uww@koyapartners.com or submit materials directly here. All nominations, 
inquiries and discussions will be considered strictly confidential.

United Way Worldwide is an equal opportunity employer and strongly encourages expressions of interest from 
people of color, persons with disabilities, women and LGBTQ+ leaders.

CONTACT

About Koya Partners

Koya Partners, a member of Diversified Search Group, is a leading executive search and strategic advising firm 

dedicated to connecting exceptionally talented people with mission-driven clients. Our founding philosophy—The 

Right Person in the Right Place Can Change the World—guides our work as we partner with nonprofits & NGOs, 

institutions of higher education, responsible businesses, and social enterprises in local communities and around the 

world. 

Koya is an equal opportunity employer fully committed to creating an environment and team that represents a 

variety of backgrounds, perspectives, styles, and experiences. We encourage all to apply because we believe a 

diversity of voices leads to better discussions, decisions, and outcomes for everyone.

For more information about Koya Partners, visit www.koyapartners.com.

UNITED WAY WORLDWIDE’S  DIVERSITY, EQUITY & INCLUSION STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLE

We take the broadest possible view of diversity. 

We value the visible and invisible qualities that make you who you are. 

We welcome that every person brings a unique perspective and experience to advance our mission and progress 
our fight for the health, education, and financial stability of every person in every community. 

We believe that each United Way community member, donor, volunteer, advocate, and employee must have equal 
access to solving community problems. 

We strive to include diversity, equity, and inclusion practices at the center of our daily work. 

We commit to using these practices for our business and our communities.

Join us in embracing diversity, equity and inclusion for every person in every community.

LIVE UNITED.
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